
 

2017 Thunder Road Late Model Tire Program for point counting events 

Schedule subject to change and may be altered pending rain outs etc. 
 

6/22  Regular event           (4) Must use. Impound 4 

6/29  Regular event           (0) Can mix and match any registered race  
                                                            tire from Thunder Road inventory. 

7/3   Regular event           (4) Must use. Impound 4 

7/6  Regular event             (0) Can mix and match any registered race  
                                                            tire from Thunder Road inventory. 

7/13   Governor’s Cup       (4) No impound. Tires will become Thunder 
Road race tire inventory. 

7/20   Regular event          (2) Mix and match any registered used race tire 
from Thunder Road inventory 

7/27  Mid season championship   (4) Must use. Impound 4 

8/3   Regular event             (0) Can mix and match any registered race tire 
 from Thunder Road inventory. 

8/10 Regular event             (4) Must use. Impound 4 

8/17 Regular event           (0) Can mix and match any registered race tire 
 from Thunder Road inventory. 

8/24 Championship night   (4) Must use. No impound. 

(1) Impound: All teams will be required to place 4 registered raced tires in 
storage trailer at the completion of impound noted events within 15 minutes of 
completion of feature event. Exception will be those team in technical 
inspection area, which must return tires immediately after tech is complete. 
Tire numbers may be checked anytime, but will be checked before future use. 

(2) Spares will come from Thunder Road  registered race tires ONLY as 
described above. ( In the event of a multi tire wreck on the track only and 
approved by an official, a registered tire with a tread depth maximum 4/32 
using Thunder Road depth gauge and meeting both hot and cold durometer 
test may be allowed.) 

(3) A new team entering a weekly event after the rotation has begun will be 
allowed four new tires when applicable. Any spares must meet the maximum 
tread depth rule and durometer rule described in 2. A team entering a weekly 



event after the rotation has begun will be  able to purchase 2 new tires and 
must race 2 approved tires meeting tread depth and durometer rule as stated 
above. Spare policy is the same as above. 

(4) Race tires purchased on a buy must be raced that entire night, and 
succeeding assigned night in all events. There will be no exceptions and if a 
violation occurs there will be significant penalties imposed. 

(5) Any altering of any kind on tires will result in significate penalties 
(6) Practice tires may be purchased for Thunder Road competitors. They will not 

be allowed in any race inventory.  
(7) Any tire on any car may be checked periodically, for registration accuracy. 

Random checking of tires may be done at any time and may be confiscated 
by an official. 
 
Any questions please contact the Thunder Road office. 
 
Tire rules and procedures maybe subject to change as needed from time to 
time. 

 


